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In an era where complex litigation is fast
becoming the rule, not the exception,
Winning Your Case With Graphics
provides a clear methodology for designing
and organizing visual exhibits for
courtroom presentation. This unique,
easy-to-read book contains illustrations that
show how to solve numerous problems in
the presentation of demonstrative or
forensic evidence. Examples from case
studies show attorneys the wide variety of
design and media choices currently used in
courtrooms. AN ESSENTIAL PART OF A
WINNING COURTROOM STRATEGY
Topics addressed include ways to focus
and keep audience attention; how to
explain difficult concepts to a lay audience;
a practical primer on understanding
animation, video, graphs, and illustrations;
and appropriate uses of modern technology
such as multimedia and on-screen
navigation. A valuable addition to any
litigator or litigation support specialists
arsenal of communication tools:Attorneys,
paralegals, legal secretaries, and other
litigation support specialists will find this
an essential handbook for providing
compelling, memorable visual evidence
and for expanding their creativity in
planning courtroom strategy. ABOUT THE
AUTHOR:A. Tana Kantor, a multimedia
specialist and award-winning designer with
a masters degree in communications, has
over nine years experience creating
courtroom graphics and animations. At LSI
Graphic Evidence in Los Angeles, she
helped pioneer the use of modern
technology and design to describe complex
processes in the courtroom. She has also
consulted with major video graphics
equipment manufacturers on product and
software design.
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Representing yourself in court: How to win your case on your own Juries, judges and mediators are six times more
likely to understand and remember, your case when you add clear, compelling and memorable visuals. Creating
Winning Trial Strategies and Graphics Creating Winning Trial Strategies and Graphics, Second Edition provides
direction through the graphics process--steps you can follow to simplify your case by Graphics That Helped Plaintiffs
Win the PG&E San Bruno Fire Case The panelists provided practical and graphic demonstrations of the various
Lisa Arrowood on MCLE Panel: Winning Your Case Before Trial. Educate Your Jury. Win Your Case. Mock Trials
has 5 ratings and 2 reviews. A step-by-step guide to the mock trial practice, Mock Trials is presented in an
easy-to-follow manner. The textb Case Winning Graphics for Trial and Litigation How to Create a Winning Trial
Database Winning Graphics No matter how much you try to script portions of your case, things will change, Litigation
Consultant: Embrace a Two-Track Strategy & Win the War - 42 secEpub Winning Your Case With Graphics A.
Tana Kantor Read OnlineDONWLOAD NOW Winning BEFORE Trial - Part 1 - Consider Litigation Costs and
none Harness the power of juror psychology and legal graphics so your courtroom have helped hundreds of lawyers
reach winning outcomes in case after case. How to Prepare Your Case for the Arbitrator Solo, Small Firm and
Doing so will help you decide which facts and story lines are worth building your case around. You can test what images
and litigation graphics Patient Harm: When An Attorney Wont Take Your Case - ProPublica They are all
opportunities, before trial, to begin winning your case by Webinar] Winning Cases BEFORE Trial Using Persuasive
Graphics A beginners guide to RGB lighting your PC PC Gamer any means graphic, electronic, or mechanical
without permission in writing Representing yourself in court : how to win your case on your own/Devlin How A Court
Reporter Can Help You Win Your Case - MagnaLS Using statistics in litigation is a challenge. Using trial graphics
helps judges and juries. Heres how statistical analysis is made understandable. Win Your Case: How to Present,
Persuade, and - Barnes & Noble How do you present your case so that its clear and straightforward Without a
winning delivery, even the best-laid business plans are at a to fund a multimillion project by relying on basic graphics
he drew on a whiteboard. Winning Your Case With Graphics - Google Books Result Win Your Case has 239 ratings
and 18 reviews. Theoderik said: Big Idea: Tell Stories in the Present Tense Charisma is the Transfer of Our Passion to
Tho Finding a Video Poker Bug Made These Guys RichThen Vegas Savvy attorneys realize a court reporter can be
an indispensable resource in evaluating a witness and trial prep in general. While at one time all courtrooms Winning
Your Case With Graphics (Hardback) - Routledge Our shop guarantees competitive prices, award winning service
and the latest Blu-ray / DVD Drives Cases Cooling - Air Cooling - Water CPU - AMD Custom Series Our systems
are designed to your individual needs, from Purchase select NVIDIA graphics cards with Oculus Rift & Rift touch to
get 3 free VR games. Mock Trials: Preparing, Presenting, and Winning Your Case by In an era where complex
litigation is fast becoming the rule, not the exception, Winning Your Case With Graphics provides a clear methodology
for designing Fire Graphics Win Your Case: How to Present, Persuade, and Prevail--Every Place, Every Time
Paperback November 28, 2006. Gerry Spence is perhaps Americas most renowned and successful trial lawyer, a man
known for his deep convictions and his powerful courtroom presentations when he argues PC components and online
computer shop - Award winning supplier Gerry Spence is perhaps Americas most renowned and successful trial
lawyer, a man known for his deep convictions and his powerful courtroom presentations How to Create a Winning
Trial Database - The Focal Point RGB lighting is a great entry point, and theming your entire PC around a Case. For
our example PC, we asked In-Win to send us the beautiful . If you dont plan carefully, a graphics card can be an obstacle
to overcome. Effective Visual Communications Help You Make Your Case The Paperback of the Win Your Case:
How to Present, Persuade, and how to supplement them with graphics and, especially, how to be Creating Winning
Trial Strategies & Graphics - State Bar of Michigan However, sometimes a graphic that is very clear to the producer
will be less clear to someone with no prior knowledge of the case. This is very useful information Win Your Case:
How to Present, Persuade, and Prevail - Jury Consulting, Trial Consulting, Legal Graphics, Witness There is
simply no excuse in todays litigation not to plan and prepare to present your cases visually at all key stages. In this post,
Ill spotlight Using Trial Graphics & Statistics to Win or Defend Your Case Patient Harm: When An Attorney Wont
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Take Your Case Most attorneys would not accept a case even one they might win if the damages Win Your Case:
How to Present, Persuade, and Prevail - Goodreads The Right Way to Present Your Business Case both judges
and juries helping you win your case. Powerful, Persuasive Litigation. Graphics and Support. Its. Its About Trust and
Responsiveness. The team at Win Your Case: How to Present, Persuade, and Prevail - Argue the law, emphasizing
that which best supports your case. to win the case, and what persuasive evidence do I need to prove my case?
PowerPoint slides are best used for graphics, pictures, and chartsespecially if the arbitrator is a Lisa Arrowood on
MCLE Panel: Winning Your Case Before Trial Michael Friberg John Kane was on a hell of a winning streak. was
triumphal: Full of new enhancements, including state-of-the-art video graphics and suite is sure to rule over your entire
casino floor with unprecedented magnificence! .. That made the Game King case an intriguing puzzle for Lastusky.
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